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Abstract— This paper presents a preliminary design of GeoMAC, a MAC protocol that exploits spatial diversity in highly
mobile wireless networks. It aims to achieve low latency and
high reliability, goals that are intrinsic to the success of many
envisioned vehicular safety applications. Conventional MAC
layers address reliability through ARQ mechanisms that retransmit messages from the source, if earlier transmissions were
not acknowledged. These schemes essentially exploit temporal
diversity since retransmissions are only likely to succeed if the
channel has improved. GeoMAC exploits spatial diversity, by
allowing other nearby nodes to opportunistically forward and
retransmit messages. Through a geo-backoff mechanism it uses
geographic distance to the destination as a heuristic to select
the forwarder most likely to succeed. This mechanism does
not require nodes to monitor channel state or position of their
neighbors, except for approximate node density, thus enabling
their use in highly mobile networks with low coordination
overhead. The performance of GeoMAC is evaluated via tracedriven ns2 simulation using packet error measurements from
a freeway environment. GeoMac leads to lower delay jitter
combined with up to 50% packet delivery rate gains, compared
to the AODV and GPSR routing protocols, which also take
advantage of nearby nodes for packet forwarding. Spatial
diversity is also shown to better utilize available channel
opportunities than ARQ mechanisms.

however, can efficiently adjust routes only on larger time
scales—they incur significant route discovery overhead when
routes change every 100ms.
This work addresses the challenge of reliable communication in a highly time-varying channel through the GeoMAC protocol, which exploits the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium to achieve spatial diversity. It uses receiver
diversity, meaning that any of the nodes that can decode
a transmitted message can opportunistically forward it towards the destination. Forwarders are selected in distributed
manner via a geographic backoff (geobackoff), that assigns
the highest priority to nodes with the smallest Euclidean
distance to the destination node. This allows forwarding
with only an approximate knowledge of node density, no
detailed monitoring of channel state or neighbor positions is
necessary. It assumes, however, that nodes know their own
position, for example through the Global Positioning System.
If a transmission fails to achieve any forward progress
(i.e., reach a node closer to the destination), the protocol
can use cooperative ARQ by opportunistically retransmitting
messages from the next closest node, rather than the original
forwarder. Opportunistically choosing different forwarders
and retransmitters increases spatial diversity and can circumvent delays imposed by temporal coherence of the channel.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec II we detail the protocol’s design and follow it with
implementation in Sec III. Sec IV describes the trace-driven
simulation setup to evaluate spatial diversity gains in a
vehicular scenario and compare the GeoMAC protocol with
standard routing protocols. The results in Sec V show that
spatial diversity can provide additional gains over temporal
diversity and that the GeoMAC protocol reduces delays
especially with regard to outliers. Related work is discussed
in Sec VI. We conclude with a summary of results and future
work in Sec VII.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vehicle-to-vehicle communication enables safety assistance, traffic improvement, customer service and infotainment applications. This paper focuses on safety assistance
applications, such as an extended electronic brake light or
intersection collision avoidance, which promise to reduce
vehicle accidents by transmitting warning messages to notify
cars and their drivers of dangerous situations. To be effective,
these applications require low latency and highly reliable
vehicle-to-vehicle communication protocols.
High mobility results in a highly time-varying wireless
channel [1]. Sample RSSI measurements obtained with
802.11a nodes on a freeway-like stretch of US-1, with a
moving transmitter and stationary receiver besides the road
are shown in Fig. 1(a). Measurements show up to 10dB
RSSI changes every few hundred milliseconds likely due
to shadowing from obstructions. Note that the observed
temporal coherence in fading is about 100ms during dips in
signal, which would lead to significant delays for protocols
solely based on ARQ schemes such as Stop-and-Wait [2] . If
a packet is lost due to a reduction in received signal strength,
the following MAC retries are also likely to fail until the
signal strength has recovered. Ad hoc routing protocols, can
also increase reliability by forwarding the message over an
alternate path. Protocols such as AODV [3] or DSR [4],
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II. G EO - COOPERATIVE MAC
The key challenge to exploiting spatial diversity in highly
mobile networks is the efficient selection of the next transmitter, if direct transmission to the destination failed. This
distributed decision making is enabled via a geobackoff, in
which the backoff interval increases with a node’s Euclidean
distance from the destination. The sender includes the destination node’s geographic position in the packet header,
which allows each node to calculate its backoff interval
independently. This assumes that each car monitors its own
position (e.g., via the Global Positioning System). It also
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Vehicular Channel Measurements and Setup

assumes that vehicles share these coordinates with potential
communication partners, for example via periodic beacons.
For an example of geographic forwarder selection, consider
Figure 1(c), where the source (S) transmits a message
that is received by nodes (1), (2) and (3) but not by the
intended destination (D). Node (3) will calculate the shortest
geobackoff and first forward the message, because it is
closest to the destination position. Beyond this opportunistic
forwarding, spatial diversity is also exploited by co-operative
ARQ wherein (2) would retransmit the message if node (3)’s
forwarding fails. The nature of this back-off scheme allows
additional nodes to dynamically participate in forwarding
whenever they have overheard a transmission, no explicit
joining procedure or route setup is necessary.
A. Protocol Timing
Figure 2 shows GeoMAC’s timing diagram for the same
example1. When nodes 1–3 receive the packet, they start their
geobackoff timers. On expiration of node 3’s timer the node
forwards the DATA frame. On receipt of the first bit of the
DATA frame, the co-operating forwarders 1 and 2 suspend
their back-off timers for the transmission duration and an
additional VACK-TIMEOUT. If no VACK is received after
the VACK-TIMEOUT, the forwarders resume their backoff
timers (a variation where forwarders restart timers is also
possible). Now node 4, which has successfully overheard
the transmission from node 3, transmits the message that is
acknowledged by a VACK from the destination.
B. Geobackoff
The geobackoff must efficiently map geographic distance
to backoff intervals, which minimize the chance for collisions
without imposing unnecessary delays. Assume that the minimum time-granularity that can be supported at the Physical
layer is the slot time ts . Further, let dn m be the distance
of a cooperative forwarder node n from the destination.
The node n then sets its backoff timer to ⌈ dδn ⌉ts , which
is rounded to the next integral multiple of ts , where δ is
the expected minimum spatial separation between any two
forwarders given the current vehicle density (e.g., for a very
congested single lane road a δ of 5m may be reasonable).
1 A more complete discussion of issues involved and probable solutions
is in Section VII

Fig. 2.
Protocol Timing assuming back-off is resumed after VACKTIMEOUT

δ could be estimated based on overhearing periodic beacon
transmissions2 .
III. P ROTOCOL I MPLEMENTATION
GeoMAC is implemented as a Click [5] router element, which can be used in the ns2 [6] network simulator
through the nsclick [7] framework.3. For ease of prototyping, GeoMAC is based on parts of the ns2 802.11 MAC
implementation—all packets are transmitted using 802.11
MAC broadcast (hence 802.11 MAC retries are disabled).
To be able to suspend backoff while other transmissions
are underway, the implementation monitors the 802.11 MAC
state. Since the GeoMAC is implemented in the click
framework, while packet transmissions are simulated through
ns2, the implementation needs to account for additional
processing times used for communicating state between
click and ns2. In particular if the MAC is in a receiving
state, GeoMAC must defer any current transmissions by this
PROCESSING TIME. We empirically determined this time
to transfer a message received in ns2 to GeoMAC to be
330us.
The timeslot is set to, ts
=
DIF S +
P ROCESSIN G T IM E 4 . VACK TIMEOUT includes the
2 We ignore the difference in propagation delay to different forwarders as
for typical PHY implementations, the slot time ts is much greater than the
propagation delay even at the transmission powers considered in vehicular
networks.
3 We chose a click implementation because it will later allow us to run it
in an actual Linux system, say emulated over 802.11 implementation
4 The large timeslot value is because GeoMAC currently interfaces with
PHY via 802.11
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processing time needed at the destination to start sending
a VACK and an additional amount to account for the
802.11 MAC DIFS, yielding DIFS + PROCESSING TIME
. Assuming negligible propagation time, the first bit of
a VACK must reach the waiting forwarders within a
VACK TIMEOUT. DIFS is set to 40us.
Re-transmission of a packet by a forwarding node is
supported, in case spatial diversity fails to forward a packet5 .
A forwarder sets its re-transmission timer if no VACK is
received from DST after itself and other forwarders closer
to DST have forwarded the packet at least once. The retransmission timer is currently set to VACK TIMEOUT, a
forwarder waits for one more forwarder to forward a message
before resorting to re-transmission. Re-transmissions are
currently not implemented at SRC.
IV. E VALUATION F RAMEWORK
To study feasibility of the GeoMAC scheme, the evaluation compares GeoMAC’s performance with the AODV
and GPSR routing protocols on the IEEE 802.11 MAC in
terms of delay, jitter, and packet delivery rate using tracedriven ns2 simulations. We also first evaluate achievable
spatial diversity gains in our simulations scenario by comparing three basic forwarding schemes without routing overhead. In scheme fixed-forwarder-retransmit (FixFWReTX),
a packet is retransmitted by SRC until successfully received by a constant pre-selected forwarder, emulating the
standard 802.11 MAC. In scheme blind-forwarder-selectionretransmit (BlindReTX), the destination is switched between
the two forwarders before each retransmission of a packet.
Switches occur blindly without any knowledge of channel
state. Finally, the Spatial Diversity scheme broadcasts each
(re-)transmission to both forwarders.
AODV is an on-demand routing protocol that looks for
a route, when one to a packet destination is unknown.
Routes over which no data is transmitted over a period
of time are expired. It maintains only a single route to
a destination. GPSR uses the position of nodes to make
forwarding decisions. It uses greedy forwarding (maximize
spatial progress) and perimeter mode when there are no
nodes, closer to destination, in range. 802.11 MAC level retry
failures and neighbor expiry timers are used to remove nodes
from neighbor lists. It may maintain more than one route to
a destination.
A. Simulation Setup
The simulations consider a four node linear topology, in
a ≈ 400ms snapshot scenario where significant changes in
channel state occur but geographic movement of the nodes is
small (< 15m) compared to the node density. We therefore
keep the node positions that GeoMAC observes stationary,
at relative positions (0,0) for the source (SRC), (0,100)
for forwarder 1 (FW1), (0,200) for forwarder 2 (FW2),
and (0,300) for the destination (DST). We configure the
5 We use only two forwarders for GeoMAC evaluation and so allow for
re-transmission. Its requirement in vehicular networks, where we typically
will have more than just two forwarders, needs evaluation

GeoMAC parameter δ to 100m, the optimal value for this
configuration. Further, the simulations use a 1Mbps PHY
rate6 , 802.11 MAC with default parameters (CWMIN=31,
CWMAX=1024) and without RTS/CTS. The data traffic is
CBR at 10 packets/sec. A total of 4990, 512 byte packets
are sent during a simulation run(≈ 1200 repetitions of the
snapshot).
Channels are emulated by replaying traces from an automotive experiment that measured packet reception rates
on a freeway-like segment of U.S. Route 1. Each vehicle
carried a roof-mounted, 7dBi dipole, antenna connected to
Atheros 5212, 802.11a radios. A moving vehicle (TX-Car),
traversing a path, shown by a yellow line in Fig 1(b),
of the US-1 freeway, passed two stationary vehicles (Car1
and Car2 in figure) parked in lots adjacent to the road on
opposite sides while broadcasting 500 packets per second.
The stationary vehicles record traces of packet reception.
To evaluate spatial diversity gains possible under favorable
conditions, we selected a ≈ 400ms snapshot, representative
of regions in the trace where both vehicles receive packets,
but channel to neither is very reliable (for the snapshot the
packet error rates are 58.71% and 45.77%). Figure 3(a)
shows the selected snapshot. Each dot in the time-series
corresponds to a received packet. As the table indicates, out
of the total 201 transmitted, 53 packets were not received
by both vehicles. 168 packets (≈76% of total transmission)
were received by at least one vehicle.
We modified ns2 to interpret these packet traces instead
of using one of the default propagation models. The trace
is played at the rate of reading a new packet, i.e., a new
channel condition, every 2msec. If the packet in the trace
was received the channel indicator is set to receive, otherwise
to drop. Whenever a packet is transmitted in the simulation
scenario, it will check the current channel indicator for the
channel between source of the packet and each possible
receiver to determine which nodes should receive the packet.
The trace is repeated as many times as required over a
simulation time.
The four node topology is subjected to two different
sets of channel assumptions, one where the lossy channels
lie between the forwarders and the destination and one
where the lossy channels lie between the source and the
forwarders. The forwarders always have perfect channels
between each other and SRC and DST are outside each
other’s communication range.
• TXDiv: The channel between FW1 and DST is emulated by the trace Car1 in Figure 3(a). Car2 emulates the
channel between the FW2 and DST. Channels between
the SRC and the forwarders are assumed perfect. A
packet always arrives at both forwarders but may not
be received at the destination after forwarding, allowing
evaluation of transmit diversity (TXDiv) to the DST.
• RXDiv: The channels between the SRC and forwarders
are emulated by the traces Car1 and Car2 while the
6 affects only the packet transmission time as the channel is emulated by
traces as explained later
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channels between the forwarders and the DST are assumed perfect. The scheme allows evaluation of receiver
diversity (RXDiv) for transmissions from the SRC.
V. R ESULTS
A. Spatial vs Temporal diversity
We first demonstrate the gains that can be obtained by
exploiting spatial diversity over two other prototype schemes
in the RXDiv case7 . Using the described simulation setup, we
measure the number of transmissions (i.e., first transmission
of a packet plus all retransmissions from same or other
nodes) necessary to successfully deliver the packet to one
of the forwarders.
Figure 3(b) shows the cumulative distribution function of
the number of transmissions necessary for successful delivery
of each packet under three basic forwarding schemes. Note
that for scheme FixFWReTX we include a curve for each
forwarder, because the scheme does not automatically use
both, and performance is very dependent on the chosen
forwarder. When the pre-selected forwarder is FW1, less than
40% of packets are received successfully on first attempt.
For FW2, around 55% of packets are delivered by a single
transmission. More than 20% and 8% of the packets need
more than 4 transmissions and the maximum number of
transmissions is > 16 (simulations were limited to max 15
re-transmissions) and 10 for FW1 and FW2, respectively.
Scheme BlindReTX closely tracks the performance of the
better forwarder under scheme FixFWReTX, its switching
strategy automatically settles on the better forwarder to use
without the need for it to be pre-configured. The spatial
diversity scheme, however, improves packet reception rate
further, to 75% and 90% with just one and two transmissions,
respectively. This represents a gain of two retransmissions
over scheme FixFWReTX using the better FW2 and a gain
of 6 transmissions over scheme FixFWReTX using FW1.
The maximum transmissions that any packet requires is 6
compared to 10 or > 16 for scheme FixFWReTX.
This result indicates that potential exists in vehicular
communications for exploiting spatial reuse, especially with
receive diversity. It can significantly improve delay for a
given reliability and vice-versa, in certain vehicular communication situations.
B. GeoMAC vs AODV and GPSR
The evaluation presented above, ignores the requirement
of a protocol to gather information about available forwarders, forwarder selection and last but not the least, coordination between the forwarders(to avoid collisions and
multiple forwardings of a packet). We next compare the ns-2
implementations of our proposed protocol GeoMAC, AODV
and GPSR, that account for this protocol overhead for TXDiv
and RXDiv.
7 The

gains for TXDiv are similar and are omitted for brevity

1) Packet Delivery Rate: Routing overhead is very sensitive to the maximum number of retransmissions configured
in the 802.11 MAC, since fewer frame retransmissions lead
to more route change overhead due to more packet errors
reaching the routing layer. We therefore compare results
dependent on the total number of transmissions permitted,
which for AODV and GPSR corresponds to the number of
MAC transmissions of a packet by a forwarder. However, it
puts no limit on the number of times a packet is re-routed
by SRC (for example GPSR may try to re-route a packet
via another neighbor which amounts to multiple transmissions of a packet by SRC). Since GeoMAC also includes
cooperative ARQ, we define the number of transmissions
as the maximum cumulative number of transmissions over
all forwarders. Since the topology contains two forwarders,
2 is the minimum transmission limit for GeoMAC. As
another example, a value of 4 corresponds to the default
2 possible forwardings and one more forwarding by each of
the forwarders.
Figure 3(c) shows packet reception rate (out of 4990
transmitted) for different maximum number of transmissions
settings (NumTrans) in the TXDiv case. It shows sizeable
gains from exploiting only spatial diversity in GeoMAC,
(N umT rans = 2). GeoMAC delivers 71% of the packets
as against ≈10% by AODV and GPSR for N umT rans = 1
and 45% by AODV and 20% by GPSR for N umT rans = 2.
AODV does much better than GPSR, especially for a smaller
NumTrans, because it adjusts to route breaks, due to a bad
channel to a currently selected forwarder, more dynamically
than GPSR8 . As expected packet delivery rate increases with
higher NumTrans, which reduces route changes and puts the
onus of packet delivery on the 802.11 MAC which allows
exploitation of temporal diversity in the channel. GeoMAC
achieves 100% packet delivery at N umT rans = 8. AODV
comes close to 100% at N umT rans = 12. GPSR performs
slightly worse than AODV.
Note that the routing protocols with NumTrans limited
to 1 fall significantly short compared to the packet delivery
rate the basic scheme FixFWReTX achieved without any
retransmissions. We attribute this to routing overhead.
2) Receiver Diversity: For RXDiv, the lack of a retransmission mechanism at SRC in the current implementation of GeoMAC, restricts its NumTrans to a value of 2.9
The efficacy of using spatial diversity is further brought out
by packet reception gains of 40% at N umT rans = 2 for
GeoMAC (not shown), over AODV and GPSR.
3) Delay Performance: Figure 3(d) plots the average
delays for packets successfully received by DST, for TXDiv.
Figure 3(e) plots the corresponding jitter, which is measured
as the standard deviation of the delay. The delay for AODV
and GPSR is split into routing-related (Rt) and non-routing
related (Non-Rt) (802.11 MAC back-off, retry and packet
8 For

the selected GPSR beacon rate of once per second
RXDiv , GeoMAC will be able to deliver a packet as long as
at least one FWD has a good channel to the SRC, else the packet will be
dropped. The retransmission mechanism at the forwarders won’t be used as
the channels from them to the DST are perfect.
9 Under
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transmission and propagation). GeoMAC has no routing
overheads and the delays incurred are due to the Geobased back-off, VACK TIMEOUT, retransmission timers and
transmission and propagation.
Figures 3(d) and 3(e) contain a red line which marks the
mean delay and jitter assuming an ideal forwarding MAC.
This ideal mechanism exploits all available good channel
opportunities via either FW1 or FW2. In case of TXDiv, it
knows channels between forwarders and the DST in advance
and can schedule a transmission via a forwarder to ensure
that the DST receives the packet at the earliest possible good
channel opportunity. The only delays suffered, other than
waiting for a good channel opportunity, are transmission
and propagation delays. For TXDiv, the mean delay and
jitter for the ideal MAC are 10.7288msec and 1.2279msec,
respectively.
AODV leads to a maximum delay of 313.8msec for
N umT rans = 1 and a minimum delay of 17.1msec for
N umT rans = 18. For smaller NumTrans, the large delays
are routing related, 96.5% for N umT rans = 1 and 42%
for N umT rans = 6. The jitter values, Figure 3(e), are
considerably higher for N umT rans <= 10.
Increased NumTrans leads to less routing delay and jitter,
as channel conditions that would have lead to breaks in routes
(and hence additional routing requests) are now alleviated
by MAC retries. The re-routing overheads, seen for small
NumTrans, also correspond to low packet delivery rates
(Figure 3(c)). Dynamic routing by AODV seems incapable
of adjusting routes fast enough to keep track of changing
channel conditions.
GPSR, unlike AODV, doesn’t look for routes dynamically.
It routes via neighboring nodes, whose information it has
via beacon packets that are exchanged periodically. Lack

of dynamic routing leads to less packets delivered for the
selected beacon rate as seen earlier. However, it also leads
to less routing, small delay and jitter on the delivered
packets. GeoMAC precludes the need for dynamic routing
by exploiting spatial diversity. It keeps delay and jitter small
by incorporating forwarder selection at the MAC layer.
Figure 3(f) compares the jitter performance of AODV
for minimum mean delay and GeoMAC for TXDiv for
N umT rans = 2, 6, 8. AODV, even at 18 NumTrans for
which AODV’s mean delay is the smallest, has a much
larger spread in delay than GeoMAC. For N umT rans = 8
(where all packets are successfully delivered) the maximum
delays are 44.2msec, while with AODV (at 18 NumTrans)
144 packets (≈ 3% of received) are received with delays
greater than 50msecs and the maximum observed delay
is 300msec10 . For smaller NumTrans of 2,4, or 6 AODV
requires more than 50ms for 24.48%, 11.69% and 6.21% of
packets, respectively.
The delay and jitter performance for RXDiv are similar
to TXDiv for AODV and GeoMAC. GPSR, however, shows
increase in jitter with increasing NumTrans, which is because
in RXDiv the channels between SRC and the forwarders,
unlike in TXDiv, are lossy.
Overall, GeoMAC achieves high packet delivery rates with
the lowest delay. In particular, its delay shows significantly
fewer outliers than by adding spatial diversity at the routing
layer.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
The use of geographic position for routing was first suggested in the 1980s [8] for stationary packet radio networks.
10 Figure

3(f) plots the AODV CDF for values up to 160msec only
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Imielinski and colleagues pioneered location as an addressing
mechanism for the mobile Internet [9]. Research has progressed towards using geographic information in routing for
wireless ad hoc and sensor networks [10]–[15]. Similarly
multicast protocols that serve all nodes in a geographic
region [16], [17] have been developed. These protocols focus
more on sparse scenarios with routing around voids in the
communication network as a main challenge. In [18] the
authors propose the ExOR protocol which uses opportunistic
routing under which paths are chosen dynamically on a per
path basis. In [19] a contention based forwarding scheme
is proposed. It selects the next hop through a distributed
contention process based on the actual geographic position
of each node. The mechanism bears similarities to the
geobackoff part of our protocol but is implemented above
the MAC layer and the schemes differ in their goal. Whereas
contention-based forwarding seeks to reduce or eliminate
location beacon messages, GeoMAC aims at exploiting spatial diversity for increased reliability. In [20] the authors
propose position and map based forwarding and geocasting
for vehicular networks. Gains are obtained in the highly
mobile vehicular scenarios as no route creation is required.
In our work we use location to carry out position based
forwarding and also to exploit spatial diversity, enabling
packet forwarding with minimum delays and high delivery
probability.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented GeoMAC, a MAC-based protocol that exploits spatial diversity, inherent in a vehicular channel.
Forwarder selection for transmission over the next hop is
enabled in a distributed manner via geobackoff, which selects
forwarders in decreasing order of spatial progress. It also
uses a cooperative ARQ mechanism. We conclude that
• Spatial diversity with just two forwarders (NumTrans=2
for GeoMAC) can provide packet delivery of 20% on
first transmission and of 25–50% when considering full
AODV and GPSR routing overheads ( with two 802.11
MAC retries).
• GeoMAC lead to minimal mean delays and very low
jitter in comparison to AODV. Mean AODV delays for
1 ≤ NumTrans ≤ 8 range from 24.7–300msec as against
a mean of 12.4–16.5msec for GeoMAC (all NumTrans
values). Further, AODV shows jitter values of 92.1–
1000msec as against a jitter of 2.4–8msec for GeoMAC.
The high jitter and delay values are due to routing
overheads under fast changing channel conditions.
• In general, both AODV and GPSR show better packet
delivery, delay and jitter performance as number of
802.11 MAC retries increases, putting the onus of
packet delivery on the MAC layer. We show that a MAC
exploiting spatial diversity performs better than a retrybased MAC, which transmits over the best available
channel.
The GeoMAC spatial diversity gains are likely to improve
further, if more than two forwarders are available, which is
likely in many vehicular network scenarios.

A. Future Work
This preliminary protocol design raises several questions
for future work. First, the protocol must adapt the value of
the δ parameter to vehicle density. The optimal value could
be derived from neighbor information collected via periodic
beacons or from overheard data packets. Second, it must
handle concurrent transmission between multiple sourcedestination pairs. The current design may lead to too many
collisions. This could be achieved by incorporating a random
component into backoff choices. A single forwarder may also
have to keep track of multiple geobackoff timers. Finally,
the protocol should suppress unnecessary transmissions if
multiple forwarders are not within range of each other.
The current protocol may lead to redundant or colliding
transmissions. One approach may be specifying a forwarding
region, to exclude extraneous nodes outside this region from
the forwarding process. It could also restrict the number of
co-operative transmissions of a DATA packet.
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